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This cross-sectional study of the oral interlanguage of lbrtv students at the errd of their
fourth semester of universitv level Spanish, nteasures the accuracv with which correct
forms were produced vis-a-vis the follorving grammatical categories: aspect, number,
person, mood, tense and gender. The results of'the studv shou'that gen<ler was the most
problenratic «rf the atirrementioned categories. In ad<litir¡l'r, l'ithin ear:h categor!, a
¡;ositive correlation las filrnr[ l)et\\'eell tlre fret¡uencv ol the requirerl t¡sc of the uu-
ntalked firrtn anrl the acct¡racr rvith n'hich it rtas lealize<I. Finallv, ¡rlausible explanations
firr these phenornena are «rfférerl.
1.0. INrnopucrroN
To date, f'ew empirical investigations have been completed with respect to adult
grammatical interlanguage development where Spanish is the target language (Ander-
sen 1984, 1986, Guntermann 197U, Laflbrd and Collentine 1987, Lee 1987,'ferrell,
Baycrofi and Perrone 1987, Van Naerssen 1980, 1982, 1986, VanPatten 1981, 1985,
1987a, 1987b). Most of'the data in these studies conle fiom observations made at the
lirst year level or from one English speaking student (Anthony) rvho had acquired
Spanish infbrmally. Only Laf'firrd and Cl<¡llentine's stt¡d) deals with L2 data in a
universitv setting beyond the first year. In addition, the majority of'the studies are
phenomenon specific (i.e. analyzing performance with respect to a single grammatical
item), making it impossible both to corrob<¡rate and to compare research in global
terms. '['he consequence of this lack of empirical inquirv is that it has been dif ficult fbr
sec<¡nd language scholars to develop a theory of overall interlanguage transitional
devekrpment.
-fhis 
study of second year data, which was motivated by previr)us rvork done by the
same authors using third year data (Laf1brd and Collentine 1987) ,proposes to add to
rWe would like to thank Tracy Terrell and Bill VanPatten for their helpful suggestions and comments
on this paper. In additi<¡n, this project w<¡uld not have been possible without the help ol the lgtj6 Facultv()rant-in-Aitl a*ar<led to the authrlrs l¡r'the Arizona State [-lniversitr.
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the overall corpus <¡f'd;ata on adult Spanish interlanguage so that the aforementioned
goal of'developing a data-based theory of L2 acquisition can be furthered.
Specifically, this sturdy looks at the interlanguage of second year students of Spanish
and tabulates the accur:acy with which grammatical forms are produced to give us an
idea of how far along the average SPA 202 (fourth semester university level Spanish)
student is in his/her acquisition of various grammatical morphemes.
The two major research questions may be stated as follows:
l. With what accuracy do students at the end of fbur semesters of college Spanish
correctly provide the frrrm required in a given linguistic context vis-a-vis the following
grammatical categories: aspect, number, person, mood, tense, gender?
2. Within each afc,rementioned grammatical category, which of the internal op-
tions is produced with greater accuracy? For example, within the category number, are
singular or plural forrrrs more accurately produced when required ina given context?
Af ter these questions are answered, explanations for the results of the data analysis
will be sought in notions of markedness, frequency of certain forms in the input and
expected output, and ¡rossible avoidance strategies on the part of the students as they
interact with their instructor during the data gathering process.
2.0. Mr-l'uoD()L()cY
2.1. Subjects
In the Spring of 1987 Collentine taped conversations in Spanish with students from
both of his SPA 202 sections at Arizona State Universitv. Of the taped conversations,
Collentine chose twenty f'rom each section at random (i.e., n:40). All of the students in
this cross-sectional study were native speakers of English. Four of the students grew up
in a family where they were exposed to Spanish in ¡he home. Only one of the students
had spent time abroad (one year) in a structured program where Spanish was the target
language.
2.2. Methodology and procedure
The tash mode for the study consisted of oral data elicited in taped interviews with the
students' instructor which lasted between I 0- I 2 minutes during the last ( l6th) week of
instructi«¡n. The oral interviews served as partial completion of the course syllabus. The
tash focus was on the semi-structured conversations of'the students. The themes which
provided the context f,or the conversati<¡ns came from topics that were covered during
the course of'the semer;ter. The interviewer made every effort to elicit responses which
rvt¡uld fbrce the students to manipulate structures that involved the grammatical
categories of' person, nurnber, tense, gender, mood, aspect, voice and a variety of
vocabulary. A nunrber of techniques rvere incorporated: leading the student to com-
t.nent on thircl persorrs as rvell as on themselves, raising topics that dealt with the
present, füture and past, eliciting conjectural responses, etc.
The data rr'as then transcribed and coded by the authors using a program written
by Collentine in ICON that allows codification <¡f vari<-rt¡s elements (grammatical errors
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[E,], correct use [C] and targets [-I]) in the transcribed text and tabulati<¡n of the
percentages of'accuracv (correct/target) in the «rral perfbrmance oí the second year
students.e
3.0. Ax,rr.r'srs ()!' r'HE r)A'l A
3.1. Grammatical perforntance b\ categon
-I'able I presents the data fi¡r the accrlracy percentage (AP) frlr grammatical perfilr-
nrAnce b1' categon bv SPA 202 students.:t
-l'able 
I
(;RAIf \IAT I(,-\ t. PL,RI.'oR\IAN( ;I,
B\', (.A',l r-(;()RY
't' AP
Aspect
Nrrnlber
Persr¡r.l
NIor¡tl
l'cnse
( ierlrler
I 33.1
5 t36
I lJ-{(i
I 282
I 274
I 279
I 3rJ2
5 .lti{i
I 97ri
I 3n2
I 3rJ2
I 59r.1
9ti.ir
93.6
93.4
92.rJ
92.2
80.()
Totals t2 t5l 13 2(Xi 92.0
The data show a remarkal)lv high rate of.grammatical accuracy ranging from 80%
fbr gender to96.5% fbr aspect. Gender was overwhelmingly the most problematic of all
the grammatical categories, but it still nranifested an overall accrlracy of 80%. There is
no real difference in accuracv percentage benteen the other five grammatical catego-
ries which ranse from gb.!l% to92.2%. At flrst the auth<¡rs were surprised to find such a
high rate o[ perfbrmance ac(:ur¿ro [»' the students fbr all grammatical categories
considering the plaintifl'crv of n-rr¡st collese pr<lf'essors that their students cannot speak
rvell and that their grammar is far fi'om perf'ect.
Several factors may have led to this seemingly high degree of overall grammatical
accuracy. In the first place, the data from these students were gathered from a one-on-
one oral intervierv with their instructor and served as the oral part of the final exam for
the course. Under such formal circumstances one would expect a high degree of
monitoring to take place where the students would try to carefully edit their output.
The high percentage of overall accuracy here for any given category (except gender)
seems to imply that the second year student is able to monitor production with a high
degree of accuracy perhaps due to the grammar-based approach that these students
experienced during their first two years of university language study.
2The categorizatio¡r and scoring of these errors is explained in detail in Collentine (1988).
"Althoughvoiceisalsoagramnraticalcategorv,itisnotconsideredherefortworeasons: l)therewere
onlv trto errors rvhere the passive voice rvas used, and 2) the passive voice in Spanish (as well as English) is an
optional transformation.
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In addition, the interviews only lasted l0- l2 minutes each so that the students never
really got a chance to relax and let their guard (monitor) down so that only the acquired
portion of their interlanguage system would be in use.'r
Another factor whi,:h may account for the seemingly high rate of grammatical
accuracy is the fact that the interviews were semi-structured, i.e., the students were
asked open-ended questions based on topics discussed in class. Although the intervierv-
ers tried to create contexts in which more problematic grammatical forms were re-
quired (subjunctive, gender and number agreement, etc.) the student was still free to
answer the best way s/hr-'could. In the process, these students were probably able to
avoid more difficult structures by substituting easier u,ays of conveying the same
message.
This possibility underscores the last point with reference to the explanation of the
high accuracy percentages: the relatively high f'requency with which the students used
non-problematic forms. For instance, if the student is able to be selective about which
properties of a grammatical item s/he will commit to producing, s/he nright produce the
phrase no quieren deiarme ir instead of. no quieren delar que w ir¿¿1,a. Qurretrt [-2 literattrre
only defines avoidance with reference to construction similarity benveen the L I and the
L2. Schachter (1974) and Kleinman (1983) both concluded that rvhen there is l) a
fi¡rmal similarity and 2) l.uncti<¡nal dissimilarity between paralleling sramnratical con-
structions of'an Ll and an L2, a learner will tend to avoid the structt¡l-e c«ln.rpletelr'.
'l'his ar'oidance strategv n)a\ acc()r¡nt, in part, fi¡r the data u'hen «¡ne investisates the
fisLrres in -l-able I rvith greater scrutin\'.'l'he figtrres in-fable I gire utcunrc\ percen-
tages lirr the grammatical catesor-r'as a rvhr¡le, e.g., students tar-setecl firrtrls containing
tn«r«¡cl l3ll2 tinles and car¡re up uith the c<¡rrect m«¡clal fi¡rnls l2u2 «¡l tlrose times (92.|i
AP). H<rn'ever, almr¡sr all (126U/1382: l)2V() r¡f'the targere(l cases cleulr rlith rhe
utrntarked nrerntrer of that categorv firr the student (the indicative nr«r«rcl - see'l'able 5.¡.
'I'he notion of' relative markedness arnong elements in language proviclinu an
explanation f «¡r the order of'acquisition «¡f'certain grammatical morphemes has lreen
posited b,v Rutherfbrd (1982).5'fherefbre, as it will become apparent below, one may
be able to expand Schachter and Kleinman's concepts of avoidance to incorporate
notions <.¡f'markedness such that relatively easier (i.e., unmarked) grammatical mar-
kings are committed to (t.argeted) more f'requentlv bv the students and m<-¡re marked
elements are avoided with great frequency by the sec<¡nd language learner.ti
{Future studies of the acquisition of Spanish in classroom settings should attempt to capture various
"styles" ofthe students speech and perhaps try to interview them in groups in informal settings where they try
to communicate with each other socially in the target language.
sThe idea that there exists :r natural <¡rder <.¡f ac<¡uisition of these L2 morphemes has also been posited br'
Krashen (1982).
dAccording to Waugh (1976a), the principle of markedness states that linguistic signs are defined
paradigmatically through opposing hierarchical relations of markedness where one term is invariantly
marked for a given semantic feature while the other remains non-committal with respect to this piece of
information. In other words, the unmarked term does not necessarily specify X; it remains neutral and
uncommitted to the presence of X. On the other hand, the marked term is more constraining, specifying and
delimiting; it conveys the signali:ration (invariant presence) of X. For example, the present tense is unmarked
vis-a-vis other tenses since it can refer to the future and past as well as the present and make statements about
eternal truths (Vo1 nanana.l Nap,oleón entra en España en 1808.1 Leo en este momentol Leo todos Los díns). However,
the past tense is more restricted and can only refer to past time (Fui al mercado avr\.
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According to Rutherford (1982) no systematic efforts to apply markedness con-
cepts to L2 developmental studies (taking into account the markedness relations among
elements within the target language itself) have yet been attempted; most studies have
applied the notion of markedness to L l -L2 transfer only (Eckman's I t 985] Markedness
Differential Hypothesis). This study will only tentatively broach the subject of marked-
ness in the acquisition of Spanish since a larger corpus, including first and third year
data from speakers ofdifferent Ll backgrounds, would be necessary in order to draw
any definitive conclusions.
After the data are analyzed, several hypotheses will be proposed to account for the
high frequency of unmarked forms in the students' interlanguage data which might
lead observers to misleading conclusions about the students'overall grammatical ability
(Table l) unless the data are scrutinized carefully to account for frequencv of'occur-
rence of each of' the members of the oppositions that make up these categories.
To conclude, it seems that a closer look at the second year data is required in order
to explain the high percentage of'accuracy fbr these grammatical categories. In other
words, is this accuracy truly the work of a highly developed acquired system and
monitor in second year students, or is it simply an artifact of the input and output data
which targets easier unmarked forms with greater frequency? If the latter is found to be
true, it would have implications for the amount and type of input and output that
should be recommended f<rr a class of intermediate level students who still have a long
way to go to develop their acquired system and perf'ect their monitor.
3.2. Aspect
The most prevalent and important aspectual distinction made in the Spanish verbal
system (as well as in the majority of the world's languages) is based on the dichotomy of
perfective/imperfective. Therefbre, this study bases its analysis of student performance
with respect to aspect on this same distinction in the past tense of Spanish.
The dichotomy of'preterit/imperf'ect has always been problematic for the English
speaking student. Theref<rre, it is important to see which one the second year learner
uses more accurately. Table 2 shows the AP's fbr the preterit and the imperfect.
-fal¡le 
2
AI"s F()R l-HE PRI,TL,RIT
V!-RSUS'THL, IMPERFt,(]T
(i TAP
Preterit
Imperlect
lll
55
t34
90
82.i1Í;l.l
T<¡tals 166 224 7 4.t
The data show that the imperfect is more problematic than the preterit. While the
preterit was perfbrmed with a fair amount of accuracy (82.\Va), the imperfect was only
correctly targeted 6l .l%a ofthe time. Therefbre, it seems that when the students were
forced to confiont aspect (i.e., in choosing between which past tense to utilize) they
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utilized the perfective (the more marked preterit) more correctly and more often than
the unmarked imperfe,ctive.T
An explanation of this apparent reversal in the theory of the acquisition of un-
marked before marked forms may be found in the concept of "perceptual saliency"
(Larsen-Freeman, 197€i). In the case of aspect, it may be easier for the learner to
perceive the preterit fcrrms, especially since many of them contain a final accented
vowel (hablé, comió) which catches the listeners' attention since most verb forms in
Spanish have penultimate stress.
In addition, it may be easier for the learner to grasp the idea of delineated
(punctual¡ actions before non-delineated ones. For instance, Kaplan (1987) has noted a
higher accuracy percentage in the use of the French passé composl (the perfective past
tense form in oppositio'n to an imperf'ect) among learners. She thus proposes "The
higher frequency of distribution errors fbr the imperfect with respect to the passé
composé may have to do with the possibility that the aspectual notion of the imperfect is
more subtle, less easily perceived than that of the passé composé. For the learner, the
quality of 'pastness' is n.ot as evident for ongoing and habitual conditions as it is for
discrete events or actions" (56-57).
Van Naerssen (1982) posited another explanation fbr the early acquisition «¡f'
preterit fbrms, "the high f requency of'use of'the preterit compared with the imperf'ect
(Gili Gaya 1972) in natural language" (l5l). lf the learner is exposed to a higher
number of'preterit fbrm.s in the input, it stands to reason that s/he would produce these
fbrms with greater acclrracy than imperf'ect ftrrms, which are more rarely fbund in
normal Spanish discourse.
Finalll', the Markedness Difl'erential Hypothesis (Eckman 1985)of'Ll transf er may
be at work here. According to this hypothesis, if' the L2 possesses a more marked
structure than the Ll for conveying similar concepts, the Ll speaker will tend to have
difficulty producing the L2 form or av<¡id it altogether. Since English dc¡es possess a
synthetic past tense form similar to the Spanish preterit (1o bailé: I danced), the transfer
seems to occur easily. However, English has no singularslnlheticimperfect aspect form;
the notions covered by the synthetic (marked) Spanish imperfect (yo bailaba) are usually
realized in English with more unmarked analytic progressive forms, e.9., "I was danc-
ing", "I used to dance."
Therefore the MDH may account for the ease with which native speakers of English
seem to acquire the preterit before the imperfect, but it would be interesting to study
the acquisition of Spanish by speakers of'other Romance languages as well as speakers
of non Indo-European languages to see which aspect is acquired first by most learners.
This type of data would help to shed more light on the notions of Universal Grammar,
TVanPatten (personal communication) tras'suggested that this markedness relation may, indeed, be
reversed so that the marked form w<¡uld be the durative imperfect and the punctual preterit would be
unmarked. Comrie ( 1976) has proposed that the markedness relationship between these two concepts may be
language specific. However, a,:cording to the crjteria set up by.fakobson as reported in Waugh (1976b), it
seems fairly clear that the preterit in Spanish consistently gives more specific information about the limited
shape of the action than the imperf'ect, which remains non-committal to this information. Therelbre, we
consider the preterit aspect to be the marked member ol'the opposition in Spanish.
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parameter setting, 'core' and 'periphery' (very similar to ideas of markedness) as well as
the MDH.
The present study's figures of 82.8% and 6l.l%o accuracy for the preterit and the
imperfect, respectively, almost parallel those cited in Andersen (1986). [n his study the
preterit was found to have an overall accuracy of g4Vo and,68Vo in the imperfect in the
speech of Anthony, an English speaking adolescent who had acquired Spanish in-
formally in Puerto Rico for four years. It is interesting to note, however, that the same
speaker after only two years in Puerto Rico had an AP of only 50% for preterit and ÜVo
fbr the imperf'ect. Thus, the real development of the preterit/imperfect distinction
seems to be a relatively late phenomenon.
VanPatten (198 1) found higher accuracy scores for the preterit than for the
imperfect among beginning second language learners of Spanish.s However, Van
Naerssen (1982) stated that beginning L2 learners ofSpanish show greater accuracy
with the imperfect than with the preterit although no percentages of accuracy were
presented in her study. It is clear, then, that more data from ñrst and second year
students is needed to understand the order of acquisition of these two elements of
aspectual distinction.
3.3. Number
Table 3a breaks down the number of AP's by part of speech category. The data show
that inflecting for plural (marked) morphemes was more problematic than correctly
using singular (unmarked) forms. Those entities which were targeted for singularity
showed an overall rate of 95.lVo accuracy while plural entities we re inflected with 88.6%
accuracy. This may provide further evidence that relative markedness plays a role in L2
acquisition since the unmarked singular forms are acquired more easily than their
Table 3a
NUMBER AP's BY PART OF SPEECH CA.TEGORY
Singular Plural Overall
C T AP C T AP C TAP
Nouns
Pron.
Verbs
A4i.
Det.
t24l
528
l I 13
425
748
1262
546
I 153
449
856
98.3
96.7
96.5
94.7
87.4
547
48
229
t32
264
98.4
91.7
76.4
72.0
86.7
1779
572
I 288
520
977
I 809
594
I 382
581
I 120
98.3
96.3
93.2
89.5
87.2
538
44
t75
95
229
Totals 4055 4266 95.1 l08l 1220 8U.6 5136 5486 93.6
sVanPatten (personal communication) has also noted that presenting overall accuracy scores for the use
of the preterit and imperfect obscures important information, such as the fact that students seem to acquire
this distinction in stages: preterit with punctual verbs, imperfect with statives (non-punctual), preterit with
statives and, ñnally, imperfect with punctuals. Future studies by Lafford and Collentine will take into
consideration stages of acquisition for these and other morphemes.
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plural inflected counterparts. In addition, the singular unmarked forms were targeted
three and a half times rnore often than the plural forms (sg. : 4266, pl. : l22O :
3.50:l), thus supporting the hypothesis that learners tend to use less marked forms
more often in their speech.
Table 3a shows that the part of speech categories which presume substantive
modification relations (i.e., adjectives and determiners) were more problematic than
the actual substantive entities themselves. Overall number agreement in substantive
entities (i.e., nouns and pronouns) was inflected with the greatest amount of accuracy
(98.3 and 96.3, respectively).
fhe participants had very little problem in marking for number in nouns, showing
an overall accuracy rate of g8.\Vc. There rvas no significant difference in marking f<rr
singularity and plurality, showing AP's of 98.3 % and 98.4%, respectively, although the
singular nouns were targeted almost two and a half'times as fiequently as the plural
nouns (12621547 : 2.31:l).
The pronouns showed 96.3% accuracv, e.g., mis ALIIGAS, ELLAS no quieren.salir esta
noche,but inflecting for pluralitv was more dif'ficult than producing singular f<¡rms.
Singular pronouns evidenced an AP of 96.i% u'hereas plural pronouns only showed
9l .7 7a.In addition, the r;ingular pronouns rvere tarseted over eleven times more ofien
than plural pronouns (!t46148 : I1.38:l).
The participants inflected fbr number in verbs with an overall 93.2% accuracv, e.g.,
ELLOS toman su desatuno. Once again, inflecting fbr plurality was more difficult than
producing singular forms. Plural verbs showed an AP of only 76.4% whereas singular
verbs showed an AP of gli.5Vo. Furthermore, the singular verb forms were targeted over
five times as often as plural ones (l 1531229 : 5.03: l).
Adjectives were th€' second most difficult part of'speech category in terms of
number with an overall AP of 89.5%. Table 3b shorvs that syntagmatic factors play an
important role in detern-rining accuracv of'number inflections in adjectives. Adjectives
can appear in only two p,ositions with respect to their modified elements: contiguously
or non-contiguously. A contiguous adjective does not have linguistic elements between
itself and its modified element, e.g., me dieron dos MANZANAS ROJAS, in which case the
plural m<¡diñer rojas is adjacent to its modified element manzanas; a non-contiguous
adjective, however, is sep,a¡¿¡scl from its modified element by other linguistic signs, e.9.,
las MANZANAS que me dieron eran ROJAS, in which case the modifier rojas is non-
adjacent to its modified element manzanas.
Table 3b presents the AP's of number in adjectives in terms of contiguity.
Table 3b
ANAPHORIC AGREEMENT IN ADJECTIVES BY NUMBER
AND CONTIGUITY
Contiguous Non-Contiguous Overall
C 'TAPC TAPC TAP
s-
P.
227
70
231
84
98.3
83.3
198
25
218
48
80.8
52.1
425
95
s4.7
72.0
449
132
T<¡tals 297 315 94.3 223 266 83.8 520 581 ti9.5
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Table 3b shows that number was more difficult to inflect when there were other
linguistic elements between the modified and the adjective. Non-contiguous adjectives
inflected number with only 83.8Vo accuracy while contiguous adjectives were inflected
for number with 94.3% accuracy. Overall, the single most problematic category here
involved non-contiguous plural adjectives showing only 52.lVo accvracy. Thus it seems
that the second year student's acquired system and monitor have not yet been de-
veloped to the point where it can deal with the complexities of selection, number
agreement and non-contiguous concatenation of related elements simultaneously.
Anc¡ther explanation for the problematic nature of non-contiguous grammatical
asreement may have to do with the relative markedness of the notions of attribution
and predication (Waugh 1976b, 1977,Yan Schooneveld 1978). According t<¡ Van
Schooneveld ( 1978: 3), predication is marked fbr the fbllowing: "the superimp<-rsition
of'<¡ne segment of extra-linguistic reality upon another as presented by the speaker is
supposed not yet to have been performed by the addressee" whereas attribution
remains non-c«¡nrmittal (unmarked) with respect to this. Thus, the contiguous attribu-
tive adlectives are unmarked vis-a-r,is the nc¡n-contigut¡us «rnes.
A look at the frequency with which these elements were targeted and the relative
number of singular vs. plural targets in each of these categories may also lend some
insight into the frequent use of unmarked forms by students in this study.
In general, unmarked contiguous noun-adjective combinations are targeted only
slightl_v m<¡re <¡ften than marked non-continguous ones (3151266: 1.18:l). Within
the contiguous categorv, however, the unmarked singular fbrms of adjectives are
targeted two and three-quarter times as frequently as marked plural fbrms (231184 :
2.75:l). On the other hand, in non-contiguous combinati<¡ns, the unmarked singular
adjective fbrms are committed to four and a half'times as often as marked plural fbrms.
-I-he data also support Jakobson's (1956) and Waush's (1976b) contention rhat
languaees tend t<¡ avoid an accumulation of marks in a siven filrm (marked plural
fbrms in marked predication position) and if'such fbrms exist the,v will be acquired later
bv the learner.
Finally, the most problematic part of speech category for number inflection in-
volved the determiners, e.g., MIS llaues están en lamesa, which still showed a surprisingly
high overall AP of 87.2Vo. There was no significant difference between marking for
singularity or plurality with the former showing an AP of 87 .4Vc and the latter 86.7Va.
Once again, however, the overwhelming preference for targeting singular forms in-
stead of plural ones was evident; the singular determiners were targeted almost three
and a quarter times more often than plural ones (856/264 3.24:l).
A rather high percentage of accuracy in the category of number with adjectives was
also found in Van Naerssen's 1986a study of first year students with an AP of g3.lVo.
Unfortunately, she did not give differential figures between accuracies of singularity
and plurality so that the authors could compare this aspect with the present study.
The ease with which English speaking students mark number c<¡uld be explained
by the MDH which posits that if'the L2 marks for a category also marked in the L I , the
student will have little difficulty with the L2 category. The fáct is that English also
consistently marks number in the noun and pronouns and regularly uses fbrms similar
to the Spanish /s/ to do so. Once again, research on the acquisition of'Spanish by
speakers of non Indo-European languages might shed light on the extent of Ll-L2
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transfer in the Spanish interlanguage of English speaking speakers when inflecting for
number.
3.4. Person
Table 4 breaks down thre AP's of person by part of speech category
Table 4
PERSON AP's BY PART OF SPEECH CATEGORY
First Second Third Overall
CTI\PCTAPCTAPC TAP
Prr¡n
Verb 593
2t4
780
90.2
95.4
379372
527
98.2
tilt.9
100
100
193
744
566
1 280
594
r 382
I
I
I
I
95.3
92.6
T<¡tals U99 972 92.5 I0 I0 I00 937 994 94.3 IU4t, 1976 93.4
In all areas, fourth semester students demonstrated a high degree of accuracy in
marking for person. No noteworthy difference was found between accuracy with the
first and the third person, showing AP's of 92.5Vc and 94.3%, respectively. Although
the difference is not si¡¡nificant, the participants marked person in pronous more
accurately than in verbs with the former showing 95 .3Vc accuracy and the lat¡er g2.6Vo .
No clear conclusion can be drawn as to the relative accuracy with which the second
person (AP : 100.0 %) was inflected as it was only targeted ten times, all of which were in
the second person singular. This was obviously a flaw in elicitation as the author did not
force the participants to make direct references to him.
The second most problematic of the three was third person. Marking for third
person in pronouns was rrore difficult than in verbs showing AP's of 90.2Vo and95.47o,
respectively.
In general, marking fbr the first person (the most marked person of the paradigm
with the most specific ref'erent) was more difficult than marking ftrr the other two.
However,90.47o of'the {irst person errors (E : 73) were incorrect verbal inflecti<¡ns.
Inflecting for first person in verbs was done with the least amount of'accuracy with an
AP of' 88.9Vo. Inflecting for first person in pronouns was done with great accuracy
(98.2Vo) since the fbrm 1o (singular) d<¡es n<¡t inflect fbr gender and nosotros (plural¡
rarely inflects fbr femininity.
The MDH and pedalgogical considerations may also help to explain s<¡me of'this.
First, native speakers of t,nglish are not used to inflecting fbr person in the first person
verb forms (tengo, hablamos), which may account fbr their l<¡w AP (88.9%). ln addition,
even though third person pronouns are more unmarked (have a wider range of
application) than first and second person fbrms, first person pronouns are probably
accessed more frequently i¡¡ classroom situati<¡ns (answering questions put to them by
teachers or other students) than third person firrms (used when talking about «rther
people) and are therefbre more accurately produced (98.2V( : first person pronoun to
90.21/c = third person pronouns).
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The only comparison of these data to other studies that can be made is that
Andersen's participant, Anthony, used the third person in verbs more accurately than
first person, which is for the most part in accordance with this study.
3.5. Mood
The AP's of mood are ranked in Table 5.
'fable 5
\IOOD AI''S
(i TAP
I nclicative
Sul;iunctive
t340
42
94.6
.).). .t
r 268
I4
Totals l2rJ2 1382 92.rJ
The AP's show that when the indicative (unmarked) mood was targeted there was a
high degree of accuracy in contrast to the subjunctive (marked) mood which was
extremely difficult for the participants to realize correctly. The indicative was targeted
with a high degree of accuracy with AP : 94.6%. The subjunctive, however, was
targeted with only 33.3% accuracy. In addition, the indicative rvas required almost
thirty two times as of ten as the subjunctive (1340/42 : 3 I .90: I ). The imperf'ect subjunc-
tive, e.g., querían qve me FUERA, was manif'ested 4 times though it was never a target
mandated bv syntactic constraints.
Terrell, Baycrofi and Perrone (1987) shorved that in first vear «rral performance
where there rvere 8l obligatory occasions fi,¡r the sutljunctive, onlv l0 (12.3%) were
accurate inflections. lt is interesting, however, that -I'errell et al. demonstrated that the
same students showed 92% accuracy with the subjunctive in rvritten tests.'fhe fbllowing
is Terrell et al.'s general conclusion as t<¡ the status of'the srrbjunctive mood af'ter the
first year:
-I'he data indicate that af ter a single vear r¡f' college level study, rn<;st students have not
acquired the rules fbr the use of the sublunctive paradigm suf flcientlr'«r be able to produce
them cr¡rrectly. Furthermrlre, students do not seem to l¡e able to monitor their conversational
output by using learned rules in order to increase accurate use of the subjunctive (p.27).
General notions of developmental markedness and the Markedness Differential
Hypothesis (Eckmann) of Ll transfer may play a part in the problematic use of the
subjunctive by native speakers of English. Scholars generally agree that within a given
language the subjunctive mood is more marked than the indicative and therefore it is
not surprising that the latter seems to be acquired first by L2 learners. In addition, it has
been posited that if the L2 possesses a more universally marked structure (e.g., sub-
junctive/indicative distinction) than the L I , speakers of L 1 will have some difficulty with
that structure when acquiring L2. According to the MDH, then, the fact that English
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does not have such a regularly marked mood difference (S/l), makes such a distinction
in the target language relatively more problematic for them than perhaps for speakers
of an L I with that same distinction. Once again, more insight into the role of marked-
ness in Ll transfer may be gleaned from future studies with learners of different
language backgrounds.
3.6. Terue
Table 6 breaks down the AP's of tense
Table 6
A(](]URA(]\' PER(]E,NTA(;.ES
FOR TENSE
C TAP
Presenl
Past
Future
(londiti<¡nal
l 083
166
23
2
1il9
224
35
I
96.r1
74.1
65.7
50.0
Totals 1274 1382 92.2
The data show that,, overall, tense is targeted with a high degree of accuracy. Once
again, however, the totarl figures do not tell the whole story. A breakdown of the tenses
by category shows that the high accuracy in tense marking is due iñ large part to the
students' lack of use of :more difficult marked tenses; the unmarked present tense was
targeted 5 times as much as the past tense (l ll9l224 : 5.00: I ), 32 times as often as the
füture ( I I l9/35 : 3 1.97': I ) and 280 times more frequently than the conditional ( I I l9/4
= 280:l).
It was quite evident in the interviews that the participants did not want to be forced
to comment on topics us;ing any other form than the present. One observed technique
was that the students would answer or comment on the past using the historical present,
e.g., m.o,ñana estamos en México. Another was to comment on the future using the
periphrastic future (i.e., ir a + infinitiae), an analytic form. The authors could not
analyze the use of the present tense when participants were commenting on the past
since it was evident in ther discourse that they were effectively employingboth functional
and formal reduction strategies. One example of this in this study is that although the
regular future was targeted only 35 times, the periphrastic future was used l4 times,
each correctly. Thus, when the participants were targeting the future they would use
the periphrastic future ,almost a third of the time.
Among the four Spanish tenses, those which denote anticipation from the time on
which the speaker is focr"rsing (either the present or the past) were the most difficult to
inflect.Thesetwotensesweretheconditional, e.g.,noséquéHARíAenesasituación,arlid
the future, e.g., ESZXR É en Califontia este ueranó, showing AP's of 50.\Vo and 65.7Vo,
respectively. The conditional and the future are parallel tenses to the past and the
present, respectively. Anticipating from descriptions of the past was the most prob-
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lematic given that the conditional, though only targeted 4 times, is nonetheless marked
less accurately than the future.
Secondary to the difficulties of anticipation was describing the past. The marked
past tense was much more problematic than the unmarked present as the former
showed an AP of 74.1% and the latter g6.8Vo.
Therefbre, it is of'little surprise that the most difficult (and the least targeted)
caregory was the most marked tense, that which both denotes [+ past] and [+anticipated
notionl (i.e., the conditional), and that the least difficult category (and the most
targeted) neither manifests a past notion nor an anticipated action (i.e., the present)
due to its unmarked nature.
It is interesting to n<¡te that Waugh's analysis of the French tense system (1976)
found the present tense to be the least marked and the conditional to be the most
marked of these four tenses. Once again, developmental markedness seems to be
playing a role in the acquisition of'spanish as an L2.
The MDH may also play a role here since English possesses no marked synthetic
future and conditional forms (like Spanish) and expresses these ideas in a less complex
(unmarked) analytic fashion (iré: I willgo,iría: I uouldgo). Therefore, Ll speakers
may tend to avoid producing these relatively marked structures absent in their own
speech (the future was targeted only 35 times and the conditional 4 times in this study)
or only produce it right 50-65Vo of the time (Table 6) when they do attempt to produce
these forms.
Andersen's 1986 and Van Naerssen's 1986b studies both corroborate the acquisi-
tion of the present indicative before the preterit tense in adult learners of'Spanish as an
L2 but neither study provides data regarding the acquisition of the synthetic füture and
the conditional.
3.7. Gender
Table 7a breaks down the AP's of gender by part of speech category
Table 7a
GENDER AP's BY PART OF SPEECH
Masculine Feminine Overall
C T AP C T AP C T AP
Nor¡ns
Pronouns
Der.
Adr.
t48
89
389
125
154
t02
487
l6t
96. l
87.3
79.9
77.6
62
47
309
ll0
66
50
413
165
210
136
698
235
220
152
900
326
96.5
89.5
77.6
72.1
93.9
94.0
74.8
66.7
Totals 751 904 83. I 528 694 76. l t279 1598 80.0
The data show that the informants had more difficulty marking for femininity (the
marked gender) than for masculinity (the unmarked gender). Those entities which
were targeted for femininity only showed 76.1% accuracy while masculinity showed
83.17o accuracy. In keeping with the previously established patterns, the unmarked
cate€Jory (masculine) was tarseted more frequently than the marked (feminine) (904/
694 : 1.30:l).
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Overall, gender marking in part of speech categories that assumed substantive
modification relations (i.e., modifying adjectives and determiners) was more problem-
atic than gender markirrg in substantive entities (i.e., pronouns and nouns: determiners
and adjectives had AP's of 77.6Vc and72.l7o, respectively, whereas nouns and pro-
nouns inflected for gender with 96.5% and 89.SVo accuracy, respectively).
Participants were most proficient in inflecting for gender in nouns, showing g6.íVc
accuracy. However, those nouns marked for feminine gender, e.g.,las MUCHACHAS
están por allá, were more problematic than those marked for masculine gender, e.g., el
NINO juega bien, showing AP's of g3.9Vc and g6.lVo, respectively.
The pronouns were the most difficult of the substantive entities. However, inflec-
ting for gender in pronouns was relatively unproblematic when compared to adjectives
and determiners, showing89.5% accuracy to their 72.1and,77.6% AP's. The masculine
pronouns, e.g., ELLOS no tenían nada, were surprisingly more problematic than the
feminine pronouns, e.g., LAS compré ayer, showing AP's of 87.3% and 94.07a, respec-
tively.
Marking gender in the determiners was less problematic than doing so in the
adjectives showing 77 .6'7a overall accuracy vs. 72.1% AP in the adjectives. This may be
due in part to the nornlal position of these two elements vis-a-vis the modified. The
determiner usually precedes the noun and therefore the speaker is fbrced to fbcus on
the choice of'gender in the determiner early in the phrase. Adjectives, however, almost
alwavs mark gender redundantly and therefbre the speaker mav not monitor them as
heavilv.l'
In addition, determiners rvhich targeted f'emininity (the marked gender), e.9., no
me gustan ESAS cosas, were more difl'icult to mark than those which targeted masculinity
(the unmarked gender), e.g., quiero Ull uaso de agua, showing AP's of'74.8% and79.9% ,
respectively.
Adjectives were the most difficult part of'speech category to inflect for gender.
Here marking fbr f'emininity was more problematic than masculinity.-fhe participants
only ccrrrectly inflected f'emininity in adjectives 66.7Vc of' the time. 'fable 7b breaks
down the gender AP's of adjectives by contiguity.
Table 7b
ANAPHORIC AGRE,L,MEi...T IN ADJECTIVES BY GENDER
AND CONTIGUITY
Contiguous Non-contiguous Overall
CTAPCTAPCTAP
m.
T<¡tals 163 194 83.5 72 132 54.5 235 326 72.1
7l
92
80
lt4
87.5
80.7
54
l8
8l
5l
66.7
J). J
r25
il0
l6l
165
77.6
66.7
eThe same sort of omission of redundant morphemes in a linear string was found for the deletion of /s/
in native speakers of Spanish fiom Cartagena, Colombia, where the first indication of plurality in the noun
phrase n'as preserved m<-¡re th,an the redundant plural markers (Lafford l9tt9).
't
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As in the case with number, the grammatical category of gender was inflected with
less accuracy when there was distance between the adjective and its modified element.
Non-contiguous adjectives were inflected correctly only 54.íVo of the time while con-
tiguous adjectives were inflected with a much higher percentage of accuracy at 83.5% .
In addition, the unmarked contiguous adjectives were targeted more often than
marked non-contiguous ones (1941132 = 1.47:l).
It is interesting to note that non-contiguous feminine adjectives were inflected
correctly only a little more than a third of the time, showing an AP of 35.5%. Con-
versely, contiguous masculine adjectives were inflected correctly 7 I of the 80 times that
they were targeted (87.5%). Thus, it seems that the triple task of l) inflecting gender
redundantly 2) for an adjective which marks fbr f'emininity (i.e., the marked gender)
3) syntactically spaced f rom its referent is extremely problematic fbr the learner. These
data, along with the aforementioned data fiom contiguc¡us and non-contiguous num-
ber agreement, also tend to support the theory of the "n<)n-accumulation of'marks"
proposed by.f akobson as n<-¡ted in Waugh ( 1976b): it is more diflicult to remember to
use the marked f'eminine gender in adjectives that are separated fr<¡m their modifier in
a marked predication situation than it is t<¡ use the unmarked masculine gender in an
adjective resardless of its p<tsiti<¡n vis-a-vis its modified.
The afbrementioned MDH concerning Ll transf'er may also account fbr the low AP
for the grammatical category of gender for English speakers learning Spanish. Unlike
Spanish, English does not consistently mark fbr gender in determiners, nouns or
ad.jectives. Therefi¡re, when learning Spanish as an L2, a native speaker of'English
seems t() have a very diflicult time marking fbr this grammatical category absent in
his/her nat.ive tonsue. I)ata f'r<¡m f uture studies of speakers r¡l'other gender-inflecting
Romance languages and other non gender-inflecting languages who are acquiring
Spanish as an L2 may give more insight into the Markedness Difl'erential Hypothesis as
it applies to tnelish speakers learning Spanish.
Andersen (1984) fbund a hierarchy similar to those of'the present study regarding
his participant's gender marking accuracy on difl'erent parts of' speech: the mosr
accurate marking of'gender is fbund in nouns, fbllowed by pronouns, determiners and
adjectives. Table 7c provides a comparison <¡f'the data fiom the two studies.
Table 7c
GENDER AP's BY PART OF SPEECH IN ANDERSEN
(I984) AND THE PRESENT STUDY
Andersen (1984) Present study
CTAPCTAP
Nouns
Pronouns
Det.
Adi.
220
152
900
326
r79
78
44
3
205
90
t00
l3
210
r36
698
235
87.3Vc
86.7%
44.UVc
23.lVc
96.5%
89.5%
77.6%
72.lVc
The AP figures fbr gender inflection in nouns and pronouns show a greater
parallel in the two studies (range: 86.7 
-96.\Vo) than those fbr correct gender marking
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on determiners and acljectives (range: 23.1-77.6%). The lower AP in modificational
elements may be due irr part to the more difficult nature of gender agreement among
determiners and adjectives modifying a substantive vis-a-vis gender marking on the
noun or pronoun itselll.
Van Naerssen's l9il6a study of university learners of Spanish as an L2 also shows a
relatively high accuracy fbr noun/adjective gender agreement among first year stu-
dents of Spanish. Th<: 73.6% AP for gender agreement in Van Naerssen's study
parallels the 72.1 % noun-adjective gender agreement in the present study of second
year university learners. Although more data is needed to corroborate these ñgures, it
seems as though adjecttive gender agreement does not vary greatly from first to second
year in university settings. However, these 72-73% AP ñgures for university students
show over three times zts much successful monitoring of gender marking on adjectives
than the data from the Andersen 1984 study even though Anthony had spent a total of
two years in the target r:ulture as opposed to the SPA 202 students who had spent that
same time in a university classroom setting. The fact that Andersen's informant had
only acquired Spanish in natural settings through interactions with peers while the SPA
202 students learned tlheir Spanish in a controlled grammar-based classroom setting
may indicate that there is some definite benefit to be derived from a structured learning
environment.
Therefore, it appears that formal instruction may tend to enhance a learner's ability
to monitor gender marking an agreement and help him/her avoid fossilization of
incorrect forms. It seems, however, that an ideal language learning environment would
combine the benefits of learning language in a communicative context with the pre-
sentation of rules for tlhe student to use to perfect his/her monitoring ability.
4.0 Co¡¡c¡-us¡or.rs
The following observations may be made concerning grammatical accuracy in the oral
performance of native speakers of English learning Spanish as an L2 after two years in a
university classroom setting:
1. Overall, the grammatical categories showed a surprisingly high AP o g2.0Vo.
Clearly, marking for gender (AP:80.0%) was much more problematic than any other
category. The other fiv,-' categories ranged from g2.2Vo to g6.5Vo accuracy. However,
these figures are shown to be misleading when one looks at the behavior of the
individual properties which compose each one of these grammatical categories.
2. Within each grarnmatical category, a positive correlation was found between the
frequency of the required use of the unmarked form and the accuracy with which it was
realized. This positive correlation between accuracy percentages (AP) and the number
of times that the unmarked member of an opposition within the grammatical categories
was targeted (T) could be attributed to several factors.
First, a plausible explanation for the high accuracy in their use of unmarked forms
by students would be thre relative frequency of unmarked forms in the input vis-a-vis
marked forms, which are normally more restricted in use. For instance, if students are
provided with a greater number of correctly modeled masculine forms than feminine
ones, it stands to reason that their production of the former would be more accurate
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than the latter due to their more frequent exposure to the unmarked form in normal
Spanish discourse.
Moreover, the overall high percentage of unmarked forms in the student's speech
may be due to the fact that, in general, Spanish discourse requires more use of the
unmarked forms, and that in a l0 minute interview it is difficult to set up several
situations which even require that the student use the marked forms. In other words,
the interview itself may not have given the student sufficient opportunity to produce
the more marked forms in natural discourse.
Finally, the students may consciously avoid the marked structures by manipulating
the interview and consistently setting up situations where they could use the simpler
unmarked forms insteád of the marked ones. This explanation suggests that students
know that they can better mark for such phenomena as the singular in both modified
and modifying elements, the third person verb forms, the indicative mood, the present
tense, masculine gender and gender and number on contiguous adjectives. In any
event, the ability to avoid marked complex structures and resort to these relatively
unmarked forms may be evidence of the extensive development of the learner's
interlanguage system and the monitor itself.
3. The most problematic elements in each grammatical category were those which
were relatively more marked developmentally (within the target Ianguage, e.g., plural-
ity in both modified and modifying elements, the first person in the verb, the sub-
junctive mood, conditional and past tenses, feminine gender) or whose general L2
grammatical category was more marked universally than the Ll counterpart used to
convey similar information (e.g., the formally synthetic markings for conditional and
imperfect forms and the subjunctive and gender marking in Spanish which are absent
in English).
I-he only student use of a morpheme that does not seem to fit this pattern is the
more f'requent and accurate use of the more marked preterit aspect over the unmarked
imperf'ect aspect. More L2 data and more in-depth studies of the use of the preterit and
imperfect fbrms in Spanish by native speakers will have to be carried out befbre any
definitive explanations are given for this seemingly anomalous phenomenon.
4. The ñndings of the present study do not contradict to any signiñcant degree the
conclusions of other data-based studies of the acquisition of Spanish as a second
language by adult learners.
Future studies of L2 acquisition data in Spanish by speakers of English, other
Indo-European and non Indo-European languages who have acquired Spanish in
naturalistic and classroom environments need to be carried out in formal and informal
settings in order to amplify our data base of information. A more in-depth comparative
study of the data of the present analysis with Lafford and Collentine's third year data
will be completed within the year and more information on the development of the
monitor as the student progresses in the development of his/her interlanguage will be
gleaned.
ln additi<¡n, these data may help to support or refute various theories of'second
language acquisition that have already been posited: the Markedness Difl'erential
Hypothesis (Eckman 1985), the importance <¡f'developmental markedness (Ruther-
firrd 1982), the Natural Order Hypothesis (Krashen 1982) and the Binding/Access
I-heory (Terrell 1986).
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To conclude, the ¡redagogical implications of this research are limited, due to the
br«¡ad [<¡cus of the study. More in-depth analyses of the stages of'acquisition of each
subcategory within the grammatical categories analyzed would have to be carried out
before proposing any speciñc order of presentation of materials in a curriculum.
However, we are in agreement with Lightbown ( 1985) who sees "the application of our
current knowledge p:rincipally in terms of being able to tell teachers, testers and
programme planners what to expect learners to do in certain situations." (109).
Thus, these data would lead us to propose that students tend to use more unmarked
forms in their speech than marked ones (for whatever reason) and they tend to
consistently produce the former more accurately than the latter. This may cause
instructors to think carefully about the type of input and communicative opportunities
the students are getting in the classroom so that more good models and practice are
provided for the morr: problematic forms (imperfect aspect, plural, feminine, third
person verbs, subjuncrtive and conditional).
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